
 

2021 NCEA Assessment Report  

Standard number: US 32406: Use mathematics and statistics to meet the numeracy 
demands of a range of situations 

 
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly met all outcomes of the standard to 
the required level. 

 
Candidates whose evidence was assessed as Not Achieved commonly: 

• did not complete all sections of the assessment and/or 

• did not meet the requirements of all three Outcomes. 
 
The lists below relate to the specific Numeracy assessment and will differ for each 
assessment. 
 
Outcome 1: requires evidence of the ability to formulate a mathematical and/or 
statistical approach to solve problems in a range of meaningful situations 
 
This outcome requires candidates to show they are able to make sense of the mathematical 
and statistical demands of a range of situations; and to select an appropriate operation, 
representation, variable and/or method to solve the problem. 

 
Candidates who met this outcome were able to: 
 

• interpret a scale to estimate distance on a map 

• find the average weight of one item  

• find the cost of an item using the unit rate for price per kilogram  

• interpret a bank statement to show understanding of positive and negative values 

• select appropriate graph types to display category data 

• read the diagram for a railway network 

• choose the correct nets to form a rectangular prism shaped box 

• read a dot plot to locate a specific data point and interpret that point 

• decide if a promotional deal was better value than the standard offer. 
 
Candidates who did not meet this outcome: 
 

• selected mathematical and statistical approaches that did not meet the demands of 
the situation. 
 

Outcome 2: requires evidence of the ability to use mathematics and statistics to 
address the numeracy demands of a range of meaningful situations 
 
This outcome requires candidates to show they can select and apply mathematical and 
statistical concepts; select and use appropriate approaches; and use a degree of precision 
appropriate to the situation. 
 
Candidates who met this outcome were able to: 
 

• describe the direction of a journey using compass points 

• calculate the number of items needed by calculating difference and applying unit 
weight 

• reverse a weight to price rate to find the weight of an item given a price  



 

• interpret a specific point as an ordered pair, representing weight and price  

• calculate a bank balance 

• interpret a multiple bar graph 

• read a timetable and calculate elapsed time 

• convert between measures given in centimetres and millimetres 

• calculate the volume of a box in cubic centimetres 

• calculate the median of a data set from a dot plot 

• calculate with a simple rate 

• choose division as the appropriate operation in a rate problem. 
 

Candidates who did not meet this outcome: 
 

• calculated or reasoned incorrectly 

• selected an incorrect procedure. 
 
 
Outcome 3: requires evidence of the ability to explain the reasonableness of 
mathematical and statistical approaches to situations 
 
This outcome requires evidence of consideration and explanation of the reasonableness of 
solutions and approaches, and reflection on how these were chosen; use of evidence from 
the information provided to support conclusions; use of critical judgement in relation to 
mathematical and statistical statements; and engagement in sense-making to interpret 
solutions in relation to the situation. 
 
In the assessment, candidates were required to interpret the mathematics and statistics 
used by others, take a position in terms of the appropriateness of the response, and justify 
that position using evidence from the situation, and from their own experience. 
 
Candidates who met this outcome were able to: 
 

• establish and justify the predicted time for a journey based on speed 

• critique an estimation strategy for predicting the price of items, using weight and 
unit price 

• justify the validity of a linear model for a pricing situation 

• express and justify an opinion about someone’s financial situation 

• respond to a statistical claim based on multiple dot plots 

• use a statistical display to argue about the relative position of a specific person 
within a distribution 

• calculate the area of a wall in square metres 

• find an angle of rotation. 
 
Candidates who did not meet this outcome:  
 

• left open response sections blank, or 

• restated the claim without justifying their position using the available information. 
  



 

IN SUMMARY 
 
Areas of strength demonstrated by candidates who were clearly at, or above, the required 
standard: 

• items that involved statistics, including applying measures of centrality, and 
interpreting graphs 

• number calculation, including applying rates. 
 
Areas requiring improvement demonstrated by candidates who were not at, or were 

borderline in meeting the required standard: 

• converting between units 

• calculating areas and volumes 

• working with angles in rotational symmetry. 
 
Measurement and geometry were areas of comparative weakness. Of particular concern 
was the number of candidates who calculated elapsed time in the belief that one hour equals 
100 minutes. 
 
The marking team recommends that teachers focus on the following:  

• Providing opportunities for candidates to take a mathematical or statistical position. 

• Helping candidates develop and present a mathematical or statistical argument for 
that position and support it with evidence.   
This is required to address the current weakness with candidate responses for 
Outcome 3 where candidates need to explain the reasonableness of their 
mathematical and statistical approaches to solving problems. 

 
Performance of candidates was extremely variable, from strong argumentation that used 
evidence from the provided information to restatement of the claim with no supporting 
argument. A proportion of candidates did not attempt items requiring an open response. The 
standard requires this aspect of critical numeracy. 
 

 


